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The quest for the perfect quantum dot (QD) is a drive for both chemists and physicists. Since the
landmark synthesis of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals[1], many studies have tried to understand
and limit QD emission blinking in time[2].
The most widely accepted explanation for the emission intensity flickering is the presence of an
excess charge, in or in close proximity to the nanocrystal[3] that can recombine non radiatively with
the exciton through Auger processes.. This results in heat, lower quantum yield, and fluctuation of the
QD emission in time when observed at the single particle level.
Recently, two routes have been proposed to decrease the efficiency of Auger recombination:
composition gradient between the core and the shell[4] and thick shell QDs[5]. While this two routes
have led to QDs with improved fluorescent properties, they both have their limitations: limited quantum
yields for gradient QDs and strongly temperature dependent quantum yield for thick shell QDs.
We present here two new generations of quantum dots with unmatched optical properties. The first
one, a CdSe/CdS QD with a thick CdS shell and a gradient interface between the core and the shell,
exhibit a quantum yield of 100% at room temperature, with a perfectly stable, non-blinking,
fluorescence emission over long periods of time (hours). We measured a similar quantum yield for the
monoexciton and for the biexciton, which shows that Auger recombinations are completely suppressed
in these QDs. At high excitation powers, these QDs show multiexcitonic emission even at the single
dot level, so that single QDs have excitation dependent light emission, another proof of the complete
suppression of Auger recombination.
The second one consists of a single quantum dot encapsulated in a silica shell coated with a
continuous gold nanoshell.[6] It provides a system with a stable and Poissonian emission at room
temperature that is preserved regardless of drastic changes in the local environment. This novel hybrid
quantum dot/silica/gold structure behaves as a plasmonic resonator with a strong Purcell factor. The
gold nanoshell also acts as a shield that protects the quantum dot fluorescence and enhances its
resistance to high-power photoexcitation or high-energy electron beams.
These two types of new QDs bring a rupture in the family of colloidal QDs in the sense that they are
the first examples of 100% quantum yield QD at room temperature even at high excitation power,
regardless of their charge state and with robust optical properties.
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